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Abstract

This paper introduces a research about parallelization of an entire application of Document-
Categorization. The objective of this parallel computing research is to obtain a parallelization that
can be successfully used on low cost and largely diffused multiprocessor PCs (not only on powerful
and expensive supercomputers), and without any change in the input, output and user interface of
the application (under Windows OS). This is a first step toward a parallelization on a cluster of
multiprocessor PC, a more generic and still low cost parallel architecture.

In this article, we describe parallel algorithms and programming technics we have designed
to reach good performances on low cost but limited PC architecture. This leads us to introduce
different parallelization strategies, for the different parts of the application, dealing with numerous
disk accesses and the variety of configurations chosen by the users. Each parallelization is described
and evaluated, and global performances of the final mix are introduced on 4-processor PC with SCSI
disk technology and on a more recent 2-processor PC with IDE disk technology, leading to different
but significant decreases of execution time. Then we can upgrade regularly our parallel machines
to remain competitive compared to new sequential machines, because their low cost allows frequent
upgrade and we always reach interesting speed up.

The chosen application has been first designed to easily evaluate some classification algorithms
(useful to Text-Mining researchers), and second to detect errors in previous manually categorizations
and to advise some changes (useful to end-users).

Keywords: Parallelism, Document Categorization, Synchronization methods, Load Balancing, Per-
formances.

1 Motivations and Objectives

Research introduced in this paper is about the parallelization on low cost multiprocessor PCs of
an entire application of document categorization. Beyond the interest to design efficient parallel
algorithms our motivation has two main foundations:

• First, document categorization is part of Text-Mining: a computing science domain with in-
creasing interest, with many applications on very large databases such as web data. Then it
usually needs great amount of resources (CPU, memory and disk space), and parallel computing
technics can be helpful [7, 5].

• Second, a great problem of parallel computing is the price of supercomputers. This has led
to look for alternative solution based on cheap technology: PC-based parallel computers. One
solution is the multiprocessor PC, another is the PC cluster, or the multiprocessor-PC cluster.
But standard PC architecture has weaknesses, such as poor sharing memory mechanism and
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poor concurrent disk accesses, and parallel programming on PC-based architecture can be hard
if application is not mainly composed of independent computations.

So, we were interested to design parallel algorithms and to experiment parallel programming for
Document-Categorization on PC-based parallel architectures. We have decided to begin with multi-
processor PC, as a first step toward clusters of multiprocessor PCs.

We have chosen a complete Document-Categorization application to parallelize, not just a generic
algorithm used to classify documents, in order to be in front of many problems encountered in
Document-Categorization: document parsing including disk accesses, data analysis including nu-
merous accesses to large memory spaces, user configuration change such as classification algorithm
or number of relevant words used to encode documents. Parallel computing will be interesting to
Document-Categorization only if it can reach speed up and deal with all these problems. This has led
us to design different parallelization strategies for the different parts of the application, and to make a
compatible mix in a new application with the same input, output and user interface than the previous
sequential application.

Numerous experimentations and parallel performance measurements are introduced in this paper
and allow to evaluate our parallelization strategies on a 4-processor PC. Finally, we have experimented
our parallel application on different multiprocessor PCs, marketed at different dates, with different
processors, to test the portability and the reproducibility of the reached speed up.

2 Short application introduction

Document categorization is a large research area, included in Text-Mining domain. As we wanted
to experiment a complete parallelization of an entire application, not just parallelization of a generic
algorithm, we have focused on only one application.

We have chosen a document categorization application, designed to parse and classify large number
of messages, already manually classified in some categories. The initial goal of this application was
to evaluate classification algorithms, comparing initial categorization and results of the classification
algorithm under test. This is a very useful application, frequently run, by our Text-Mining researcher
colleagues, and they wanted a parallel version to make easier their numerous experimentations of
classification algorithms. Figure 1 shows the global software architecture of this application, with
two pre-treatment modules (m-1 and m-2) and a classification module (m-3). But we can add a re-
classification module (m-4) to obtain a new application, not for Text-Mining researchers, but to help
end-users to check an initial categorization and detect classified messages in unadapted categories.
Then m-4 module decides to reclassify these messages or just to point out and to ask for human final
decision. For example, this could be useful to improve organization of classified advertisements, when
users enter their message in a wrong category, or to detect parasite advertisements in news groups,
and move to trash categories.

This application has been developed in our laboratory, initially on sequential PC under Windows
(using C++ language), and had long runs on a 20000 message base (20 news groups, 1000 messages
each). So, this application was available for parallelization on multiprocessor PC under Windows, and
it was a challenge to do it without any change in its input and output and results. This was necessary
to obtain a parallelization interesting for our user-colleagues.

3 Software architecture of the application

Our document categorization application is based on a 3 stage software architecture, that allows to
experiment and evaluate some classification algorithms, or a 4 stage software architecture if we wish
to change the initial classification, according to the results of the new classification algorithm. See the
4 software modules on figure 1.
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Figure 1: Overview of the software architecture of our Document-Categorization application. The last
module (the re-classification post-treatment) has not been included in this research.

• m-1 module is a pre-treatment stage that filters the input documents to produce the full vocab-
ulary set after removing very low frequency words (irrelevant for classification) and very high
frequency words (such as articles). Then this first module counts and stores the number of
instances of each word in every message, and builds a full vocabulary of the entire database.
This module spends long time in numerous accesses to ascii files, and its parallelization on PC
architecture encounters some limitations, see section 4.

• m-2 module is a second pre-treatment stage, that creates a vector database from the filtered
message database and full vocabulary set. The user has to fix some parameters before to run
this module, such as the number of relevant words to characterize each message, and the heuristic
to determine these words among the entire database. This module makes important file accesses,
as first module, but many accesses are fast ones on binary files and parallelization reaches good
performances when using not too many relevant words to encode documents.

• m-3 module is the kernel of the application: the classification routine that is under evaluation or
used to track initial classification errors. Two algorithms have been implemented and parallelized,
see section 6, and parallelization performances depend on the classification algorithm used.

Last stage (m-4 module) is still sequentially implemented, but is not taken into account in this re-
search because our user-colleagues are mainly interested by the output of the third stage: statistical
results of the re-classification and comparison to the initial classification, to evaluate new classification
algorithms. So, we have parallelized only the three modules m-1, m-2 and m-3.

Before to introduce each module parallelization, we point out that all modules read and write files,
and communicate through these files. This mechanism could be improved, using more in-memory
storage. But first, this file based strategy is adapted to large database processed by more complete
Text-Mining applications when data are larger than memory, and second, it is well adapted to research
activity of our user-colleagues that want to save pre-treatment results. So, we consider these many file
read and write operations as useful features of the application, that we try to optimize and parallelize
but to not remove.

4 Parallelization of the message filtering and vocabulary building

The m-1 pre-treatment module is composed of three parts, corresponding to three different algorithms.
First, it reads each message of each category (News Group (NG)), filters it (suppressing irrelevant
words), stores resulting words in a hash-table and concatenates results in just one file per category.
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Figure 2: Parallel algorithm of m-1 module: message filtering and vocabulary database building

This part is the most time consuming of the module and its parallelization is based on a dynamic

load balancing strategy. Second, the m-1 module computes average mutual informations [3, 6], that
will be used to identify most relevant words by m-2 module. This computational part is limited to
approximately 0.4% of the sequential execution time of the module, and it has not been parallelized
for the moment, and is always a serial computation. Third, the m-1 module saves on disk the full
vocabulary database that it has built in the hash-table. This last part has been parallelized using a
static data partitioning of the hash-table. Algorithms of these three parts are illustrated on the figure
2.

4.1 Parallelization of message processing (first step)

The first step of m-1 module consists in message filtering and vocabulary database building (message
processing), see figure 2. It runs a processing loop on message categories (or news groups: NG),
and two synchronization barriers delimit each call to the NG message processing routine (detailed
on figure 3). But synchronization barriers were not available in our programming environment. As
we wanted to avoid any special parallel tool usage (to increase portability), we have designed and
implemented a non-busy-waiting synchronization barrier, based on standard semaphore use. Then,
using this home-made barrier, all threads read and filter messages of the same category at the same
time.

However, messages have different sizes and need different processing times. We have adopted a
dynamic load balancing strategy: each thread gets a message (the next available in the category),
processes it, and then tries to get another immediately. Short messages are processed faster, and some
threads process more messages than others, but all threads are working while there are messages to
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Figure 3: Details of NG message processing parallel routine in m-1 module

process, improving the load balancing (see figure 3 for details). But some performance limitations
remain. Message processing routine contains three critical sections: message name get, hash-table
building, and category file writing (file containing all filtered messages of one category). Each critical
section protects a different resource and then uses a different lock (binary semaphore). Differences in
message sizes and then in corresponding processing times, statistically prevent threads to try to enter
critical sections at the same time and to waste too many time on mutex locks. But to reduce again
waiting times we alternate file writing and hash-table building on odd and even threads. This simple
optimization has led to small but sensitive execution time decrease (10 second less on 400s run of m-1

module on 4 processors).
This parallelization strategy (of first step of m-1 module) seems to be most adapted to database

containing a large number of message per category, than to a large number of categories with few
messages each. For example, it is well adapted to classification of a set of very active news groups,
that is our typical benchmark.

4.2 Parallelization of vocabulary database save (last step)

When all messages are filtered and all relevant words are entered in the hash-table, we need to save
this table in a vocabulary file. To parallelize this last step of m-1 module we have partitioned the
hash-table: each thread processes the same number of entries, formats a string per word in the hash-
table, and writes this string in the vocabulary file. Of course, these write operations are enclosed in
a critical section (see figure 2), that introduces waiting times. However, this basic parallelization has
led to significant speed up.

4.3 m-1 module global performances

Table 1 contains performance measurements of this first module (m-1), on our medium and on our large
databases (1872 and 20000 messages). The lowest execution time is always reached on 4 processors,
with best speed up from to 2.2 to 2.4 and efficiency greater than 55%.

So, our multi-strategy parallelization, including synchronization barriers and critical sections, dy-
namic load balancing and data partitioning, with embedded computations and disk accesses, is efficient
even on the basic parallel architecture of a 4-processor PC. Each parallelization and optimization de-
scribed in previous sections has contributed to these results.
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Medium database: 1872 msg

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 15.38 8.94 7.14 6.47
Speed Up 1.0 1.7 2.2 2.4
Efficiency (%) 100 86 72 60

Large database: 20000 msg

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 289 171 136 129
Speed Up 1.0 1.7 2.1 2.2
Efficiency (%) 100 85 71 56

Table 1: Performance of the entire first module (message filtering and vocabulary file building) on a
4xPII-450MHz PC with SCSI disk technology

Large database & 200 relevant words

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 30 16 12 11
Speed Up 1.0 1.9 2.5 2.7
Efficiency (%) 100 94 83 68

Large database & 2000 relevant words

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 47 43 54 45
Speed Up 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0
Efficiency (%) 100 55 29 26

Table 2: Performance of the entire second module: full vocabulary rebuild and message vector gener-
ation and save, on a 4xPII-450MHz PC with SCSI disk technology. Performances are good on large
database only for medium number of relevant words used to classify messages(left table).

5 Parallelization of the vector database building

The m-2 module is first in charge to read the full vocabulary file and second has to identify the N most
relevant words to classify all the messages, conforming to the user choices of N and of the heuristic to
use. Third, m-2 module reads all category files of filtered messages (generated by module m-1) and
computes the vector of each message: counting all instances of relevant words in the message. Next,
messages will be represented only by their vectors, that will be saved on disk (last operation of m-2

module). Figure 4 shows the main steps of the m-2 module algorithm. As for m-1 module, we have
used different strategies to parallelize different steps of m-2 module, and second step was too short to
be parallelized efficiently.

5.1 Parallelization of the full vocabulary rebuild (first step)

First step of m-2 module reads the vocabulary file and stores words in a hash-table, the reverse of the
last operation of m-1 module. Like in m-1 module, the parallelization is based on data-partitioning:
each thread reads a part of the ascii file and enters words in the hash-table.

However PC architecture is not designed to support parallel disk accesses, and hash-table filling
is a critical section that needs to be protected by mutex. So it was not obvious to obtain speed up
parallelizing this first step of m-2 module, but the vocabulary file to read is an ascii file, and ascii

IO operations are usually long and are good candidates to parallelization. Then we have decided to
experiment a parallelization of this first step of m-2 module, and it has succeeded. Execution time
of this step of m-2 module has shut down from 18s on one processor to 5s on four processors when
rebuilding the full vocabulary of a large database.

5.2 Parallelization of message vector generation (last step)

The third step of the m-2 module consists in file reading, word comparison (through hash-tables), and
in message vectors building and saving. As for first step of m-1 module, file sizes and processing times
are different, and we have chosen to parallelize these operations with a dynamic load balancing strategy.
Each thread processes one file, and when it finishes it asks for the next file still unprocessed. But
Next-File-Identification and Vector-Base-Writing operations are critical sections that limit parallelism
(see figure 4). We reach interesting speed up only when the vector size is not too large, i.e. when user
chose a not too great number of relevant words. See next section for performance measurements.

We have improved the dynamic load balancing mechanism of m-2 module, sorting files containing
the filtered messages of each category (the tasks to process) from the longest to process to the shortest.
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Figure 4: Parallel algorithm of m-2 module: Identification of relevant words, and generation of vector
message files

Then each thread begins processing a long file, and finishes processing a short one. This improvement
was motivated by the light number of files to process, i.e. by the light number of tasks to run.
This experimental improvement has been successfully tested with processing time estimated from
the number of messages in the category. It has led to less execution time than basic dynamic load
balancing.

5.3 m-2 module global performances

As for m-1 module, our parallelization contains many synchronization barriers, critical sections, un-
perfect load balancing, a small serial part and many disk accesses on basic PC architecture, but we
finally reach speed up (see table 2).

However, significant speed up is reached only using a medium number of relevant words, leading
to not too long message vectors and to not too long files to write. Then speed up can reach 2.7 on
four processors. When using large number of relevant words, speed up is negligible.

6 Parallelization of two vector classification algorithms

Many classification algorithms can be used to classify messages. Our Document-Categorization appli-
cation offers three possibilities, and we have parallelized two: the basic algorithm of the K-nearest-

neighbors [2], and a fast stochastic algorithm named Näıve-Bayes [6].
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Large database & 200 relevant words

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 78 41 29 23
Speed Up 1.0 1.9 2.7 3.4
Efficiency (%) 100 95 90 85

Large database & 2000 relevant words

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 206 108 75 61
Speed Up 1.0 1.9 2.7 3.4
Efficiency (%) 100 95 92 84

Table 3: Performance of the entire third module: message classification with K-nearest-neighbors

algorithm, on a 4xPII-450MHz PC with SCSI disk technology

Large database & 200 relevant words

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.28
Speed Up 1.0 1.1 1.1 0.9
Efficiency (%) 100 54 36 22

Large database & 2000 relevant words

Number of proc. 1 2 3 4

Exec. time (s) 2.87 2.58 2.48 2.46
Speed Up 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2
Efficiency (%) 100 56 39 29

Table 4: Performance of the entire third module: message classification with Näıve-Bayes stochastic
algorithm, on a 4xPII-450MHz PC with SCSI disk technology

6.1 Parallelization of the K-nearest-neighbors algorithm

This basic classification algorithm (K-nn) is slow and not very good, but is frequently used by our user-
colleagues as a performance reference in text classification. So, they frequently run this slow algorithm
and were very interested to speed up it. It is based on computation of the distance between the vector
of each message to classify, and vectors of messages from a learning base. Then the algorithm looks for
the K nearest messages of the learning base, and the most present category in this set of K documents
is affected to the message under test. In our application of classification algorithm evaluation, the
learning base and the test base come both from the initial message database. A part is used as learning
database and the other as test database, the ratio is fixed by the user.

This third module contains many disk accesses to vector files, but all vector files are binary files (not
ascii ones) and vector read operations are fast. We have chosen to not parallelize these disk accesses,
but to focuss on textual distance computation and on K-nearest-neighbors identification. The first
step of this module creates two compacted databases (learning and test ones): it reads vector files,
suppresses null composantes, and writes results in shorter binary files. This step has been parallelized
on just two processors, using one processor for learning database, and another for test database. Then
learning and test databases are read from disk and stored in memory per block, in order to be able to
process very large databases. All these block reading are sequential, but distance computation of test
vectors to all learning vector are parallelized. Each thread processes independently an equal size part
of the current block of test vectors that is fixed at the beginning of the parallel computation: this is
data-partitioning. But computation times depend on the number of non-zero components of vectors.
So load balancing is unperfect and is statistical load balancing: we assume that each part of block of
test vectors contains approximately the same total amount of computation.

There is no critical section in this parallelization, and it reaches good speed up: up to 3.4 on four
processors for a large database. See table 3 for more details on performances of m-3 module with K-nn

algorithm.

6.2 Parallelization of a stochastic algorithm

Another interesting classification is based on a stochastic algorithm: Näıve-Bayes algorithm [6]. It is
very fast and efficient, and its parallelization is straightforward. Some stochastic factors are computed
when identifying the relevant words (in m-2 module), and then each vector enters a stochastic com-
putation loop, that finishes pointing out its category. All vector processing are independent, and are
parallelized with a data-partitioning strategy: each thread processes the same number of vectors that
are fixed at the beginning of the parallel computation. As processing times are not exactly identical,
this is again statistical load balancing.
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No critical section and very few synchronization barriers are present in this parallelization. But file
reading has been remained sequential (as for K-nn algorithm parallelization), because we have never
succeeded parallelizing fast binary file accesses on multiprocessor-PC architecture. Finally, speed up
exists but is poor because parallel computations are very fast and main time is spent in serial disk
accesses. See table 4 for details. Anyway, this stochastic algorithm leads to very short execution times
for m-3 module. So, its poor speed up does not have impact on global parallelization performance of
the entire application.

7 Global tests and performances of the application

7.1 Parallel performances on a 4-processor PC

We have evaluated the parallelization of our Document-Categorization application on our medium
database: 1872 messages, and on our large database: 20000 messages, and we have used 200 and 2000
relevant words to encode messages leading to message vectors of 200 and 2000 components. Moreover,
each test has been made with K-nearest-neighbors and with Näıve-Bayes classification algorithm.

Figure 5 and 6 introduce execution times and speed up measured on a 4xPII-450MHz PC with
SCSI disk technology. We observe that:

• Classification algorithm used in m-3 module has sensitive impact on final execution time and on
speed up of the entire application, mainly when categorizing large databases.

• Speed up reaches 2.2 to 2.5 on 4 processors when processing our medium or large database with
a small number of relevant words (short message vector files), and reaches only 1.7 to 2.4 when
using a high number of relevant words (long message vector files). So, when algorithm is fixed
the most relevant speed up parameter appears not to be the size of the database, but number
of words used to encode the messages.

• Best speed up are always reached on 4 processors. Sometimes speed up on 3 and 4 processors are
close, but always sensitively better on 4 processors than on 2 processors. So, use of a 4-processor
PC is really most interesting than use of a 2-processor PC.

As expected: unperfect load balancing, waiting times on critical sections or serial execution of concur-
rent IO operations, limit parallelization performances. However, complete application reaches speed
up with efficiency close to 60% when using small number of relevant words to classify documents.
When using more relevant words, efficiency of the parallelization on 4-processor PC shuts down under
50% (excepted for K-nn algorithm on large database). Then it could be more interesting to limit
parallelization to 2-processor PCs and to reach efficiency greater than 70%.

Finally, we are fairly satisfied of these performances reached by our first entire parallelization of
this application, on low-cost 4-processor PC under Windows OS.

7.2 Impact of the disk technology

As parallelization on low cost multiprocessor-PC allows easy change of parallel computer, we have
experimented our parallelization on a more recent 2xPIII-700MHz PC, but with just IDE disk tech-
nology. Table 5 shows these performances on our large database. We can observe that execution times
are greater on this machine than on 2 processors of our 4xPII-450MHz PC with SCSI technology. A
fine analysis of the different module execution times shows that slow down is focussed on m-1 module:
module with long ascii file accesses. This phenomenon illustrates that disk access technology is as
important as processor technology for our complete application of document categorization, and for its
parallelization. It is not interesting to spent all financial resources in processors, but both in processors
and disk accesses.

Finally, we reach longer execution times, but good speed up with efficiency from 86% to 89%, close
to the efficiency on 2 processors of our 4xPII-450MHz PC with SCSI disk (78% to 87%). So, if we can
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Figure 5: Execution times of the entire application on a large database of 20000 messages (top) and
on a medium 1872 message database (bottom), with 200 (left) and 2000 (right) relevant words, for
two different classification algorithms on a 4xPII-450MHz with SCSI disk technology
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Figure 6: Speed Up of the entire application on a large database of 20000 messages (top) and on a
medium 1872 message database (bottom), with 200 (left) and 2000 (right) relevant words, for two
different classification algorithms on a 4xPII-450MHz with SCSI disk technology
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Large database (20000 messages) and 200 relevant words

Classification algorithm Texec(1) Texec(2) Speed Up Efficiency

K-nn 456s 258s 1.78 89.1%
Näıve-Bayes 401s 229s 1.75 87.7%

Large database (20000 messages) and 2000 relevant words

Classification algorithm Texec(1) Texec(2) Speed Up Efficiency

K-nn 561s 325s 1.72 86.2%
Näıve-Bayes 406s 236s 1.72 86.2%

Table 5: Parallel performances of the entire application on a 2xPIII-700MHz PC, with IDE disk
technology

not buy PC with good disk technology but only poor PC, then parallelization on poor 2-processor PC
remains interesting.

Anyway, as multiprocessor PCs are cheap we can easily run our parallelization each year on a new
parallel computer, with identical disk technology but with new processors, and for approximately the
same price. Then we can easily continue to run faster than on new sequential PC. This is hard to
achieve on expensive high performance parallel machines, because we can not upgrade these machines
frequently! We think it is important to obtain constant speed up at constant price when technology
evolves, that leads to permanent advance on sequential technology (see [8]). Design efficient paral-
lelization on low cost parallel computer is a way to reach this goal.

8 Conclusion and Perspectives

8.1 Present speed of document categorization

Due to our parallelization, we are able to process 34.0 to 57.1 test documents per second of our large
database: speed to process test messages and all learning messages of the 20000 message database.
These results correspond to fairly satisfying speed for the entire application, including many disk
accesses, on our low cost 4-processor PC. But they remain light when processing larger database and
permanent flow of new data, such as news groups.

So, this research was just a first step, and we have to look for more powerful and still low cost
processing systems. We introduce several possible ways in the next sections.

8.2 Optimization of the current parallelization

We have identified three ways of evolution of this research in the future. The first way consists
in optimizations of the parallel implementation and small modifications of the different algorithms,
in order to obtain better speed up on multiprocessor PCs without any change in the application
specifications. For example, we could try to parallelize some small parts that are still sequential, or
try to make better usage of cache memories and reduce the accesses to shared memory.

The second way would be to design a new application without intermediate file storing, in order
to decrease the number of disk accesses that remain slow and do not support concurrency efficiently
on PC architecture. This evolution would lead to change in the specification of the application, and
depends on the needs of our user-colleagues.

The third way is about more efficient architecture use: some recent 2-processor PCs have two
memory bus and seem to better support concurrent shared memory accesses, and some PC servers
have efficient disk access mechanisms and could support concurrent file reading or writing. But this
could be the way of the price increase! High performance PC are sometimes expensive, and can become
difficult to upgrade frequently (for money constraints). This way of evolution has to be studied from
both technical and financial point of view. Our objective to use standard and cheap PCs remains.
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8.3 Evolution to clusters of multiprocessor PCs

Speed up measured on our 4-processor PC is interesting and can be optimized, but it seems to indicate
that performances of the current parallelization on shared memory PC begins to significantly loose
efficiency on 4 processors (see curves on figure 6). Wait for use large shared memory PCs seems not to
be the solution to reach really larger speed up. A better solution could be to use a cluster of different
small multiprocessor PCs, each with its own memory and memory bus, and its own disk and disk
access bus.

But to avoid to waste too many time in message passing, we need to design a parallelization scheme
with good data partitioning and computation locality, without entire document vector exchanges
between processors, with just some short variable exchanges. For example, [1] and [4] introduce
parallelizations based just on some count exchanges, or on distributed reduce operations. Another
solution could be to change specifications of the application, and to run independent re-classifications
on shared memory nodes of a multiprocessor PC cluster. The initial classification would not be
analyzed and reclassified globally, but by set of related categories. But this solution would have to be
validated again from the Document-Categorization point of view by our user-colleagues.

Low cost clusters of multiprocessor PCs can be upgraded frequently and can reach very good speed
up with adapted parallel algorithms, it means cumulating as many parallelization strategies as needed.
In the future we wish to experiment this way on Document-Categorization applications, and on more
complete Text-Mining applications.
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